WINTER - 2018

LIFESTYLE
QUARTERLY

HOBIE
BOAT
SHOWS
2018
®

Visit the Hobie Stand and see the incredible range of
Hobie products at the Sydney, Brisbane and Perth Boat
Shows.
At Sydney and Brisbane head to the Test Pool and try
out the Hobie Mirage Eclipse Pedalboard and the Hobie
Mirage Compass Kayak. Meet Hobie factory experts and
our exceptional local dealers to get the best advice on
your new Hobie purchase.
During the shows you can pre-order, purchase and at your
convenience head back to your local dealership to pick up
your new Hobie. You’ll be out on the water in a flash.
One thing's for sure, whether you pedal it, paddle it or sail
it, you’ll love being part of the Hobie lifestyle!
BOAT SHOW DATES
Sydney – August 2nd to 6th
Brisbane – August 24th to 26th
Perth – September 21st to 24th

HOBIE MIRAGE
ECLIPSE SERIES
®

Available in
Lunar Blue or Solar Yellow

MIRAGE ECLIPSE 10.5
MRRP $2450

MIRAGE ECLIPSE 12.0
MRRP $2550

Stand tall on the water on board the Eclipse, another world’s first
watercraft from Hobie.
This incredibly stable watercraft, will have you flying across the
water using MirageDrive® leg power to pedal and steering is
effortless with controls at your fingertips. A natural stepping
motion cycles the large topside pedals while the powerful
underwater fins efficiently propel the Eclipse forward. Step out
at an easy glide, effortlessly power into a headwind or pick it up
for an all-out sprint.
There’s minimal setup. Go from the dock or a boat to the water in
minutes. Ideal for cruising solo, with a partner or group excursions. The EVA deck pad provides carefree, high-traction footing
and comfortable cushioning for all-day endurance and increased
durability. The fixed aluminium alloy handlebar enhances
balance and stability. The board is lightweight and durable with
features such as gear tie-downs, a carefree kick-up rudder, bow
handles and option for side carry handles.
The Eclipse takes standup to a whole new level.

HOBIE SUP
DURA CRUZE
®

HOBIE DURACRUZ
Combining performance, stability and
durability, the DuraCruz is geared towards
the entry level to intermediate paddler who
is just getting their ‘sea legs’. The sturdy
construction, combines a perfect rocker,
maximising glide and performance while
still maintaining great stability.
The entire topside is covered in Durable
EVA to provide superior comfort and durability, while the high-density rubber rails
are protected with Durable Molded Epoxy 2
construction to take the knocks and bumps.
The super stable design not only lends
itself to be the perfect beginner’s board, it
also excels as a great platform for fishing,
family outings and general fitness. Due to
its ease of use and rugged construction it's
well suited for commercial use in rental
fleets, resorts, guided tours and fitness
programs.
DuraCruz
Length: 320cm
Width: 84cm
Thickness: 12.7cm
Weight: 11.34kg

COIL
L LEASH MRRP $45
LEASH MRRP $45
HOBIE DU
DURA CRUZ
$1695
MRRP $16

EXP-STRETCH

AI-STRETCH

MRRP $245

MRRP $165

SUPING
FOR THE
BEGINNER

ARE YOU NEW TO SUP’s?
It’s recommended that you start SUPing with a long, wide board
with plenty of floatation like an inflatable or a resort style board
like a Duracruz.
Start learning in protected water with no wind, waves or current
and deep enough to prevent you from hitting the bottom if you fall.
Let’s begin…
•

Walk out into the water until it’s about knee deep.

• Place your paddle across the board, about 30cm past the
centre towards the nose.
• Facing forward, mount the centre of the board, slowly placing
one knee on either side of the board, your knees 30–40 cm apart.
• Place each hand across the shaft of your paddle, with your
fingers spread wide directly in front of your knees on the deck.
• Pressing your fingertips on the deck, bring one foot up and
place it exactly where your knee was.
• Repeat on the other side and slowly stand up, bringing the
paddle up using it like a circus tightrope walker.
•

Once comfortable, begin to straighten your back to be upright.

•

Keep your eyes on the horizon, keep your knees slightly bent.

•

Once upright, use your toes to move to the best position.

• Place one hand on the grip and the other on the shaft, if
paddling left side of the board, right hand is on top. Right side of
the board left hand on top. Keep your arms straight to create a
triangle.
• Place the paddle blade in the water, the bent part of the paddle
should be facing forward. A paddle in the water will help balance.
• Submerge the blade, pull it back, follow the shape of the
board, lift and repeat when you reach your feet.
•

Short strokes are better for balance and to keep your direction.

• To begin turning simply paddle on one side of the board to
change direction, paddle right side to go left and vice versa. As you
gain balance and confidence, to turn move towards the rear of the
board, raising the boards nose out of the water. Combined with
short fast strokes this will cause the board to rotate on its rear.
Practice makes perfect.

HOBIE STAND UP COLLECTION
®

MODEL

ATRV3 10-4

ATRV3 11-2

DURACRUZ 10-6

DURA GLIDE 9-6

VENTURE 10-4

VENTURE 12-4

APEX 12.6 - 5.75

APEX 14 - 5.75

APEX 14 - 7.50

LENGTH

10'4" / 3.15 M

11' 2" / 3.35 M

10' 6" / 3.20 M

9' 6" / 2.90 M

10' 4" / 315 CM

12' 4" / 3.76 M

12' 6" / 3.81 M

14' / 427 CM

14' / 427 CM

WIDTH

81.28 CM

81.28 CM

83.82 CM

76.2 CM

76.2 CM

76.2 CM

65.4 CM

65.4 CM

69.85 CM

THICKNESS

12.19 CM

12.19 CM

12.70 CM

11.68 CM

12.32 CM

13.7 CM

15.88 CM

15.88 CM

16.51 CM

VOLUME

182 L

201 L

206 L

162 L

192.5 L

247.5 L

227.2 L

253.4 L

292.8 L

WEIGHT

10.9 KG

11.34 KG

11.34 KG

11.3 KG

10.9 KG

13.4 KG

10.43 KG

11.34 KG

11.34 KG

CONSTRUCTION

BCX4

BCX4

DXM2

DMX

BCX4

BCX4

BCX-4R

BCX-4R

BCX-4R

COASTER 10-0

ADVENTURE 10-6

ASCEND TOUR 12-6

ASCEND RACE 12-6

ASCEND RACE 14-0

CC89

CC933

CM PRO 8-10

CM PRO 9-4

CMLB COMP 9

CMLB COMP 9-6

10' 0" / 305 CM

10' 6" / 320 CM

12' 6" / 381 CM

12' 6" / 301.0 CM

14' 0" / 426.7 CM

8' 9" / 266.7 CM

9' 3" / 281.94 CM

8' 10" / 269.2 CM

9' 4" / 284.5 CM

9' / 274.3 CM

9' 6" / 289.6 CM

81.3 CM

81.3 CM

81.3 CM

65.4 CM

65.4 CM

83.8 CM

83.8 CM

76.2 CM

76.2 CM

76.2 CM

76.2 CM

12.7CM

15.2 CM

15.2 CM

15.2 CM

15.2 CM

12.19 CM

11.94 CM

11.43 CM

11.81 CM

11.81 CM

11.43 CM

227 L

288 L

329L

266 L

298 L

159.9 L

169.4 L

124.4 L

140.5 L

136.7 L

141.2 L

10.9 KG

12.7KG

12.7 KG

11.8 KG

12.7 KG

8.6 KG

9.5 KG

6.8 KG

7.7 KG

7.3 KG

7.7 KG

DIAG DROP STITCH

DIAG DROP STITCH

DIAG DROP STITCH

DIAG DROP STITCH

DIAG DROP STITCH

XLL

XLL

XHL

XHL

XHL

XHL

22ND HOBIE 16 WORLDS
ANNOUNCED
®

1976 Honolulu Hawaii USA
1978 San Padre Island Texas USA
1980 St Croix US Virgin Islands USA
1982 Papeete Tahiti
1984 Fort Walton Beach Florida USA
1986 Suva Fiji
1988 Scheveningen The Netherlands
1991 Langebaan South Africa
1993 Guadeloupe French West Indies
1995 Huatulco Mexico
1996 Dubai United Arab Emirates
1997 Sotogrande Spain
1998 Airlie Beach Australia
2000 Guadeloupe French West Indies
2002 Noumea New Caledonia
2004 Riviera Maya Mexico
2005 Nelson Mandela Bay Sth Africa
2007 Suva Fiji
2010 Waihai China
2014 Jervis Bay Australia
2016 Dapeng China

The International Hobie® Class Association (IHCA), is thrilled
to announce that the 22nd Hobie 16 World Championship is in
the final stages of scheduling, with plans for the worlds to be
contested in early November 2019. The championship will take
place in Lee County Florida, USA, which includes the Fort Meyers
- Sanibel region on Florida's west coast.
A significant sponsorship agreement between Lee County and
the IHCA as been solidified which will pave the way to finalising
this historic event.
The IHCA has worked hard on securing the event and is proud
to announce its return to the USA after 35 years.
When finalised, all event information will be accessible on the
Hobie 16 Worlds (hobieworlds.com) and International Hobie
Class Association (hobieclass.com) websites. These websites
will contain the dates, location, host accommodation, and other
relevant details associated with the event.
Please stay tuned for further details on the 22nd Hobie 16 World
Championships.
Rich McVeigh
President
International Hobie Class Association

FROM THE HOBIE ARCHIVES

1ST HOBIE 16 WORLDS 1976
®

HONOLULU HAWAII

Written by Beth Parker 1976
First Published in Hobie Hotline
Volume 6, Number 1, Jan-Feb 1977
It all started on Monday, November Ist. The
initial two days of competition were devoted
to qualifying races for those teams yet to
earn their spot to compete in the final event.
Fifty-one entries came from all over the world
already prequalified, leaving open another
33 slots to unqualified skippers. A total of 77
teams were on hand to race during those first
two days in hope of filling one of the remaining
chances at the title.
Two races were staged on Monday, "kona"
conditions prevailed, with the wind blowing from
the south at 5 to 10 knots. The third through
sixth races of the qualifying series were run on
Tuesday, with wind increasing through the day
from 5 to 15 knots, steady from the west. Total
points were tallied for the entire six race series
to determine the qualifiers.
Wednesday, the first day of championship
racing, was dramatic. Eighty-four teams would
compete through Friday (each team racing
twice per day) for the final cut. Wind for the first
two races was a stiff 18 to 20 knots, increasing
for the third and fourth races to small craft
warning intensity of 25 knots with gusts over 30

knots. These last two races proved to be almost
too challenging, boats flipped at every mark,
sails were damaged, and it took plain strength
and courage just to finish.
The third race turned into a matter of survival
as one of the teams turned turtle and crew
member Steve Crawford was nearly drowned
when trapped by his trapeze wire, tangled
around his ankle and holding him two feet
under water. Only quick thinking on the part
of Crawford's skipper, Keith Logan, who dived
under giving Crawford breaths of air, as he
hung trapped under the boat, and the unselfish
abandonment of their own race position by Russ
Eddington and Jim Black of California, who shot
across the course to render assistance, saved
Steve's life.
Altogether 17 boats did not finish in the four
races of the day.
The Hawaiian winds continued to batter the
Hobie sailors on Thursday. Ranging from 20 to
25 knots, with gusts to 35 knots, the forceful
winds persisted as the major factor in the
competition. Boat repair on the beach between
races was a mad scramble. Many boats flipped
in each race, sometimes only to go over again
after being righted. Undaunted but unbelievably
tired, the crews continued to race. Hobie Alter
chose to sail one race without a jib, and almost
25% of the boats in the last race sailed with
reefed mains, to reduce the power of the sail.
Competition was keen, the challenge served
only to knit the international contestants closer
together as they shared strategy and reports on
the beach between their struggles on the water.
The top five teams to watch for were becoming
apparent. As of Thursday night, they were
Froome and Driscoll of Hawaii, Loufek and
Canepa of California, Hutchings and Lynn of
Hawaii, and two Australian teams-Horsley/
Forbes, and Bray/Joyce.
The gods relented and competition continued
on Friday under much less severe conditions.

Winds ranged from 5 to 20 knots, considerably
more gentle than during the week but still
blowing inconsistently with devastating gusts.
The scheduled four races were held, series
scores for each team were compiled from the
skippers' best five races, and the top half of the
field , 42 teams, were announced at a banquet
at the Kaimana Hotel. These final 42 teams
would race twice on Saturday to determine the
World Champion Hobie 16 skipper and crew.
Dino and J.D. (that's Froome and Driscoll) took
a third in their first race of the day and put in
a 27th place in their last race, which would
obviously be counted as their throwaway.
Three other Hawaiian teams moved into the
top five positions overall, relishing the familiar
conditions which other skippers were finding
so strenuous. "Whiz Kid" Loufek and "Goat
Horns" Canepa stood in the top five as the lone
Californians.
The Australian teams continued to place
consistently and the day's milder events brought
on some new faces as the leaders in each race,
including: the Tahitian team of Gerald Sachet
and Heneri Lucas; the Puerto Rican team of
Ronnie Ramos and Eugene Balzac, the South
African team of Gordon Monsen and Andrew
Wilson, and five Californian teams-Russ
Eddington and Jim Black, Rich Eddington and
Brian Lewis, Wayne Schafer and Mike Holmes,
Randy Hatfield and Kim Jacob, and Bob and
Jana Seaman.
Between races and after-hours, everyone
luxuriated within the plush and hospitable
embrace of the Outrigger Canoe Club. The
setting was tropically perfect and the food and
service were impeccable. Helpful in every way,
their staff proved to be such an asset that we
are forever spoiled "mahalo" to Norm Riede,
Dave Hoffman, Bob Costa, Fran Pearson and
their numerous assistants.
The tension and excitement were evident
Saturday morning. Racers were absorbed in

concentration. Crowds lined all the beaches
of Waikiki to watch the Hobie Cats pound
through the surf. Each capsize was greeted
with collective oohhs and aahhs from the
shore, most everyone carried a score sheet
and kept track of their favourite sailors, and
some of the Hobie sailing lingo was creeping
into conversations along the beach among the
"fans" that had followed the competition daily.
Arithmetic showed that several of the top
skippers were still in contention for the title.
The races were the longest so far, and the lead
boats changed on every leg of the course. Not
until the first boats crossed the finish line of
the final race was it evident that Froome and
Driscoll had won the event with near perfect
sailing, remarkable endurance, and their own
style of "hooting and hollering" through the
courses.
They edged out Richard Loufek and Jeff
Canepa of California by a scant 24 points
overall. The top fifteen Hobie 16 teams would
include six Hawaiian teams, five Californians,
three Australians and a Puerto Rican team.
The competition was intense, the conditions
unforgiving, and the laurels well earned.
For now, it is “pau”, until next year when the
best will again challenge each other and the
elements for possession of the pie.

HOBIE MIRAGE
TANDEM ISLAND
®

When it comes to doubling down on
the fun factor, it’s almost impossible
to beat the Tandem Island, an expedition worthy two-person trimaran.
The ‘TI’ features three durable,
rotomolded polyethylene hulls that
encourage shallow-water exploration
and enough watertight hatches and
on-deck storage for a proper saltwater adventure.
High-octane features include a two
part carbon fibre mast, a roller-reefing mainsail, a fully retractable
centreboard, Harken blocks, dual
MirageDrive 180s, and a kick-up
rudder.
All running rigging is routed to both
cockpits, and driving is a fingertip
affair thanks to the boat’s intuitive
steering controls.

OTHER FEATURES
Repositioned Thru-Hull wire plugs for easier access
Padeye XL
3-way connector for Lowrance Ready, Thru-Hull Wire
Plugs (Backwards Compatible)
All Lines and Hardware Plus Harken Blocks
Dual Rudder Deploy and Retract Controls in Front and
Rear Cockpits
Easily Retractable and Removable Amas
Four Cup Holders
Four Mesh Stowage Pockets
Fully-Retractable, Kick-Up Centerboard
3 Steering System Patented Roller-Furling Sail with Battens
Front and rear seat easy
F
Two-Piece Carbon Composite Mast
grip fingertip steering.

9

4 Seating Design - Removable
Vantage CT seating with Height
V
and back position adjusters and
lumbar support.
5 Hull Performance - The
Polyethylene hull is perfect for
tracking, maneuverability, and the
flat deck cockpit area is ideal for
standing.

8

3

3

2
1
4

11
2

1

4

Rod Holders - inbuilt on
port and starboard sides.

SPECIFICATIONS *

11 R
Rear access hatch and deck
storage with bungee tie downs.

6

10

7

2

Cat style rudder that
kicks
ki
k up if you hit something,
and folds up when travelling.

Crew: 1-2

10

5
9

7

7 MirageDrive - Two forward-reverse 180
MirageDrives with ST Turbo fins
Mi

6 Storage - Covered bow hatch
storage with bungee tiedowns.
stor

8

Length: 5.64 m

10
Two easily accessible 20.3cm (8
7 T
iinch)
h round Twist and Seal cockpit
hatchs in front of seats.

8 T
Two two-piece paddles with clip on
stowage.
t

Beam (Amas Folded In): 1.22 m
Beam (Amas Out): 3.05 m
Capacity: 272 kg *
9

Fitted Hull Weight: 59 kg *
Fully Rigged Weight: 109 kg *
Mast Length: 5.49 m
Sail Area: 8.4 m²

9

Carrying Handles - Located
midship
bow and stern.
id

MRRP $8390

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
* Colours, graphics and specifications are subject to change without notice

HOBIE i11
INFLATABLE
KAYAK
®

Over the year’s inflatables have had a bad rap, often regarded as poor quality, unstable and low
performance. That was until the introduction of the Hobie Mirage Inflatable i11, which offers on
water performance rivalling traditional rigid kayaks.
Hobie has literally reinvented the wheel with the new rigid drop stitch hull inflatable i11. For
ultimate stability and rigidity, the i11 features three separate chambers. The two side chambers
provide rigidity to the platform, while the centre chamber, provides the stability needed for fishing,
standup and recreational use. The heavy-duty and durable 1000 denier PVC hull features a standup
skid pad, bungee tie downs for accessory attachment, and convenient carrying handles making
travelling, carrying and launching so much easier.
The i11 isn’t the poor cousin when it comes to Hobie technology. Propulsion is supplied by the
hands free MirageDrive 180. Producing full power in both directions and unprecedented manoeuvrability simply by pulling one of the two shift cables to pivot the fins 180 degrees. The dual fins
provide shallow water access and easy shore landings by simply pushing one pedal forward.
Tracking and stability is provided by a fin that can be inserted into the built-in slot on the bottom
of the hull and the newly engineered finger-tip rudder control can be quickly switched left or
right. Sitting high, dry and in comfort is the specially designed Vantage CTi high-back padded seat,
offering multiple points of adjustments and the comfort of breathable mesh. It can also be easily
removed and used as a beach chair.
Don’t want to pedal and upper body exercise is your goal, then you can replace the MirageDrive
with the included plug and then it becomes a paddle board.
The i11 folds down into a rolling travel bag that also includes a pump, repair kit, cup holder and
paddle, all this fits into the boot of a small hatchback! Optional Hobie accessories like the H-Crate
(plus H-Rail accessories), Cooler bags, Plug in Carts and i-series sails allow you to pimp your
kayak to your requirements.
The i11 is Hobie’s most portable light weight pedal drive kayak.
Specifications
Crew: 1
Length: 3.4 m
Width: 1 m
Capacity: 181.4 kg
Fitted Hull Weight: 16.1 kg
Fully Rigged Weight: 29.3 kg
Bag Dimensions: 91 x 64 x 30 cm
Hull Construction: 1000 Denier PVC
MRRP $3190.

HOBIE INFLATABLE
SUPS FOR FISHING
®

FISHING FROM A SUP
Every year new techniques are introduced and discovered in
fishing. One of the newest movements that is starting to take hold
worldwide is fishing from SUPs (stand up paddleboards).

The Hobie Inflatable series makes stand up fishing easy. These super stealthy boards are great for sight fishing, there is no water slap, no motor
noise and no wake, even in the shallowest, clearest water you can sneak up on timid fish. Plus, they give you a great physical work out!
Setting a SUP up for fishing is simple, we suggest using the Adventure 10-6 or the Ascend Tour 12-6, which have the best balance of size, weight
and stability for fishing. Both models feature four D rings allowing a H Crate to clip firmly in place. Tackle bins, cup holders, extra rod holders etc.
all attach to the H Crate via the H Rail system, making this a great fishing platform.

The Inflatable SUP’s include a rolling travel bag (fitting easily into the boot of a small car), a three-piece paddle, repair kit, and pump.
Unpack and you're ready to fish in a matter of minutes.
At Hobie we always encourage safety, so lastly before you hit the water throw on your pfd and attach a leash around your ankle. Like seat belts in
cars, leashes save lives on SUP’s. If it is far enough to paddle – it is far enough to wear a leash.

7th HOBIE FISHING

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

AMAL SWEDEN - 2018
Hobie Fishing Worlds 7 (HFW7) was held in
Amal, Sweden from May 15-20 this year. Amal
nestles on huge Lake Vanern, the third largest
lake in Europe. Anglers from 20 countries,
spanning 5 continents were targetting Pike
and Perch in the world's premier kayak
fishing tournament.
HFW7 commenced with two pre-fish days,
where anglers were able to sound out the
lake and catch fish to assess the best tackle
and tactics to use in the tournament. The 48
anglers, who had qualified through special
events held in their respective countries, then
competed over three days of intense world
championship competition.
Over the previous six worlds, no European
had won the championship. Two European
anglers had achieved podium finishes, a
second in Texas, in 2012, with a memorable

performace by Gianluca Arimini from Italy,
and Denmark's Finn Sloth performed brilliantly to place third in China in 2015. But, in
2018 Salah Eddibe from Germany was about
to elevate the European reputation to the top
of the leaderboard for the first time.
After two days of perfect weather in pre-fish,
day one of competition commenced in cold,
windy conditions. Anglers stood in their Hobie
kayaks for the Swedish national anthem then
blasted off from the Power-Pole starting line
with Salah Eddibe and half the field heading
south on an hour plus pedal to their predetermined locations.
While they pedalled, they were anaware that
behind them, just 50m from the start location,
Pike after Pike were being pulled aboard
kayaks. Within 10 minutes of the start 5 legal
Pike, at around 1 metre each, and a perch had

been landed. On each of the following two
days of competition the same early morning
action would boil at the opening to Amal
harbour just mteres from the start.
At the close of day one, Janne Koivisto from
Finland, who had worked the day within 1km
of the start location, was leading the championship with two Pike (192cm) and two Perch
(73cm) totalling 265cm. The eventual champion Salah Eddibe was sitting in a close second
on 249cm, Rob Baginski (Canada) who in the
end would take 2nd was in 7th on 219cm and
China's, Jian Huang was in 9th place on 183cm
and on his way to coming 3rd.
On day two, the strong early morning winds
of the previous day had gone, along with the
ferocious early Pike bite. The real action didn't
pick up until mid morning and even then some
anglers struggled to fill their bags. In the
calmer conditions many had their two Perch
before they recorded a Pike.
The change had brought a real shake up to the
leaderboard. Koivisto struggled and dropped
to 16th and out of contention, Eddibe held onto
2nd with a 474cm aggregate. Rob Baginski
on 487cm had jumped from 7th to fill the top
position. While Jian Huang slowly climbed to
5th on 395cm, Jack Gammie from Australia
had made a major charge up the leaderboard

from 16th and into third place going into the
final day.
After 3 days of exciting tournament fishing,
the World Championship came down to the
final intense moments. In front of the event
site crowd Germany's Salah Eddibe fished literally to the final seconds of the tournament,
throwing cast after cast inside the harbour as
he docked his kayak.
He was desperate to find a second Perch to fill
his bag and with most other anglers already
in, including the leader Baginski, Gammie 3rd
and 4th placed Ian Pickering (GBR), he was
unaware that they too had not been able to
catch their four fish.
The German with a Moroccan background, and
a truly humble sportsman with a never say
die attitude, Salah Eddibe, became the 2018
Hobie Fishing World Champion, the pride of
Germany, and Europe's first Hobie Fishing
World Champion.
276 legal sized fish were registered over the
tournament with the average length of the 188
Pike being 73.3cm and the average length of
the 88 Perch caught was 31.3cm.
For more info, photos and full results
hobiefishingworlds.com
facebook.ihfwa

HOBIE AND POWER-POLE
JOIN FORCES
®

Hobie Asia Pacific has taken on the distribution of Power-Pole products in Australia and the South Pacific region.
“When all arrangements have been completed Power-Pole products will be available through boat and tackle stores as well
as boat manufacturers. The distribution will be from the Hobie factory in Huskisson (NSW) right alongside our kayak, SUP and
sailing businesses,” said Hobie Managing Director, Steve Fields.
“All warranty for existing product will be handled in house, and there’s plenty of potential for both the Micro Anchor and Blade
products in our geographic areas,” Fields continued.
Power-Pole are renowned worldwide as one of the key components for tournament fishing and in 2018 Power-Pole developed a
range of shallow water anchoring systems for all kayaks, small skiffs, bass boats, flats boats and bay boats.
With unmatched versatility and control in the palm of your hand, Power-Pole, gives you a shallow water anchor that deploys
silently, holds strong and offers you the best shot at putting more fish in your boat, all at the touch of a button.
Now you can choose the Power-Pole anchor, model, size and colour that fits your boat and your style of fishing.
More information coming soon.

HOBIE SAILING
TECH TIPS
®

BOAT CHECK LIST
There are several items to check on your boat. Do this on a regular
basis and each time before you head out sailing.
Drain Plugs (Bungs)
Need we say more, always check they are in and tightened before
use. Check the o-rings regularly and clean and replace them if
worn.
Rigging (wires)
Check for broken strands. Slightly bend each wire at all fittings to
find broken wire strands (replace if needed). Check all clevis pins
and keepers are in good condition and are secured.
Hardware
Check for bent or damaged shackles and other components.
Lines (ropes)
Check for wear and tear.
Hulls
Check for leaks and possible structural problems. Delamination of
the hull structure could lead to major failure.
Mast
Check the mast and all aluminum spars for corrosion and other
damage. Corrosion can cause structural failure.
Rudders
Check the cam lock-down system. These should be free of dirt and
sand. Grease regularly to allow a free rotation motion.
SAIL CARE
At the end of the day most cat sailors roll their sails on the lower
batten or around the boom. If you do this, always roll your sail
loosely. Any sharp bends in the sail cloth break down the resin
coating on the cloth and this weakens the cloth leading to the
premature stretching or pin size holes developing.
You can lengthen the life of your sails with careful handling and by
using some of the special accessories Hobie offers. The various
tapes and sleeves we offer are all intended to protect the sail from
sharp edges and abrasive areas on the boat that wear away at the
sail's fabric, until suddenly there’s a hole and next a tear.
It’s never too late to slow down wear and tear.

HOBIE
WINTER WARMERS
®

HOBIE HOODIE
• 70% Cotton / 30% polyester
• Thumb holes in cuffs
• Kangaroo Pocket with internal phone
pocket
• Metal Eyelets and Aglets
• Zipper version, 4 colours available
• Non Zipper version 6 colours available
• Small – Extra-large (slim fit)
MRRP $69.95 non zipper hoodie
MRRP $74.95 zippered hoodie

HOBIE RAGG WOOL BEANIE
• Wool outer
• 100% Polar fleece lined
• 8mm thick
• Hobie Metal Badge
• One size fits all
• Available in Heather grey or
Heather Black
MRRP $39.95
Those nights and mornings are getting just that little bit cooler with winter in full swing. To
keep you as snug as a bug in a rug, Hobie has a range of stylish mid-weight, pigment dyed,
hooded pullovers. Made with an ultra-soft cotton/polyester blend, these garments are as
comfortable as they are eye catching. Match them up with one of our super cosy beanies.

HOBIE
POLARIZED

LENS TECHNOLOGY

®

OVER 35 YEARS OF

DEVELOPMENT

The Hobie Polarized Hydro Glass Collection features lightweight and durable
100% Borosilicate Glass lenses. With
Hydro Infinity Lens Technology, these
lenses offer superior optical clarity and
360° of protection through dual-coated
layers that repel water, prevent sweat
and sunscreen from building up, and are
easy to clean.

HydroClean™ Lens Coating
Anti Reflective Coating

The lightweight Injected Polycarbonate
HydroClean™ Polarized lenses features
our innovative Hydro Infinity Lens
Technology. These lenses offer superior
optical clarity and 360° of protection
through dual-coated layers that repel
water, prevent sweat and sunscreen
from building up, and are easy to clean.

HydroClean™ Lens Coating
Hard Coat Layer

Glass Lens Material
Hobie’s Proprietary Polarization Filter
Mirror Coating
Glass Lens Material
HydroClean™ Lens Coating

Injected Polycarbonate
Hobie’s Proprietary Polarization Filter
Hard Coat Layer
Mirror Coating
HydroClean™ Lens Coating

MOTION COLLLECTION
The lightweight Injected Polycarbonate
HydroClean™ Polarized lenses are for
active sports as well as everyday wear.
Each lens is comprised of 100% polarized
injected polycarbonate: the lightest lens
material offered that is virtually shatterproof with hard-coatings for scratch
resistance.

Hard Coat Layer
Injected Polycarbonate
Hobie’s Proprietary Polarization Filter
Hard Coat Layer
Mirror Coating
HydroClean™ Lens Coating

ST GEORGES
BASIN
NEW SOUTH WALES
HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 10
®

In perfect conditions, a record field for St Georges Basin competed in
Lowrance Round 5 of Hobie Kayak Bream Series 10 in the Shoalhaven
District of New South Wales over the May 5-6, weekend.
90 anglers from across the country headed to "The Basin" for the
south coast tournament that continues to grow in popularity from
year to year. Four years on, the number of participating anglers has
doubled since 2014.
Andrew Hancox from the NSW won the round ($2560) bringing back
to the weigh-in 6 fish for 4.55kg. All things changed for Hancox when
he moved to deeper water, at around 12', after initially having trouble
hooking up close inshore. He threw chubbies into the deeper water
for most of the weekend with a Brown Suji Shrimp his go to lure.
Andrew Death from NSW finished second ($1330) with 6 for 4.51kg
and Kris Hickson from NSW took out third place ($860) with 6 fish for
4.26kg.
Warren Forbes caught the Atomic Big Bream which weighed a hefty
1.41kg and Kane Terry from NSW was the winner of the Mortgage
Corp Monster Mover prize.
310 legal bream were weighed-in over the weekend with a total
combined weight of 190.05kg. The average weight of fish was 613g,
well up on the series average fish weight over 10 years of 460g.
For the full results and photos go to hobiefishing.com.au

ROUND FIVE

GOLD
COAST
QUEENSLAND
HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 10
®

ROUND SIX
A solid field of 49 anglers travelled to the Gold Coast in
Queensland to compete in TT Lures Round Six of the 2018 Hobie Kayak
Bream Series which is presented by Daiwa and is in its 10th season.
Pre-Fish Day on Friday, was full of mixed results, but reports had come in
that there were a number of anglers who had netted 40cm (plus) fish around
the bridges.
Weather conditions on both day one and two of competition were very similar
to the pre-fish, with warm, sunny, clear skies and a light to very light breeze
creating a slight surface texture.
Two Queenslanders, Jamie McKeown ($1500) and Steve Crawley ($890)
jagged first and second places and Andrew Hancox from New South Wales
continued a stellar run of performances coming in third ($540).
McKeown spent most of his weekend working the bridge pylons and the area
around the main bridge on Marine Parade, just a few hundred metres from
the event site. He was throwing Cranka Crabs (custom painted in a brighter
green to match the crabs that dominate the location).
He had a total 2 day bag of 6 fish for 4.09kg (the only angler to get over the
4kg mark). He hauled them aboard his Hobie kayak using a Samaki KT rod
with Black Hawke Gen 2 reel and spooled up with 8lb Samaki Braid and
Leader.
Second placed Steve Crawley caught the Atomic Big Bream for the weekend
weighing 1.15kg and Dave Hedge from NSW won the Mortgage Corp Monster
Mover prize.
Overall 206 bream were brought back to the scales weighing a total of
103.46kg with an average weight of 500g.
For the full results and photos go to hobiefishing.com.au

HOBIE KAYAK
BREAM SERIES 10
GIVE IT A GO
®

More info hobiefishing.com.au

Hobie Kayak Bream Series events are set up so that new kayak anglers interested in entering tournament fishing can have a
comfortable entry into the sport or boat owners can have an easy transition to an alternative to the more costly boating tournaments.
Kris Hickson form the New South Wales mid-north coast is a high achieving and well respected tournament angler who has won
boating and kayak fishing tournaments across Australia and successfully competed in tournaments internationally. Hickson had this
to say about the Hobie Kayak Bream Series.
"Initially the main reason I got into the Hobie kayak fishing tournaments was to have a break from the power boats. Logistically it
was a lot easier, I didn't have to tow the boat, I could do it out of my Hobie Revo13 (any brand or model of sit on top kayak is allowed).
I could throw it on the roof, I could take heaps less gear and I could take the family with me and have a cheap weekend away in
comparison to a powerboat tournament. You don't have to worry about a parking space for the boat, you don't have to worry about the
fuel for the boat or extra fuel in the car towing the boat. The whole thing is a lot more cost effective, quicker to get to and quicker to
get home, easier to set up and easier on the pocket.
I found the series a cool change with a much more relaxed atmosphere than the hardcore power boating tournaments. There were
a group of anglers who weren't super competitive, many just wanted to be amongst like minded people and enjoy themselves and
maybe, if luck was on their side, win a sponsor prize pack or pick up some extra cash.
At the same time there are many highly competitve, world class anglers involved. While they are the elite of the sport they were still
willing to share their knowledge and experiences, at the same time competeing for cash payouts as big and often much bigger than
the prizes on offer in the powerboat scene. Many of these anglers had represented Australia internationally at world championships
where they qualified for the Aussie team by competing in the Hobie series. On top of the friendly relaxed atmosphere, the great cash
payouts and sponsor prize packs, and the ease of getting involved, the opportunity to represent Australia and compete in a world
championship is another unique bonus exclusive to the Hobie series.
If you haven't got the storage space, can't afford the cost or upkeep of the big boats or you are just after a cheaper option to get into
tournament fishing I highly recommend to anyone to get into the Hobie series, it has so much to offer, it's friendly, it's fun, it's super
well organised and is easily the best kayak fishing series in Australia and probably the world.
I can't wait to do my next round, I hope to see you there".
Hobie Kayak Bream Series events are set up with a standard set of facilities. These facilities and their position only change due to
variations in the landscape at different event locations.
Event Trailer - Stage where you register each morning and where the weigh-in will take place in the afternoon.
Bump Tub Tent - Where you hold your fish in a aerated tank while waiting to go up on stage to weigh-in your fish.
Scorers Tent - You give your name and number of fish to the scorer when it is your turn to go on stage to weigh-in.
Release Area - Where you release your fish alive to swim away after weighing-in on stage. You usually can have your photo taken in
this area.
Dealer Support Tent - Get advice and assistance from the local Hobie dealer and grab a bite to eat at lunchtime.
Atomic Big Bream Flags - Where photos of the largest fish are taken.
Power-Pole Starting Line - All anglers line up and start from behind the markers.
Key Tag Board - Where on arrival back at the event site each afternoon you place the numbered tag you received at the morning
registration

POWER-POLE
STARTING LINE

HOBIE POLARIZED
EVENT TRAILER

MORTGAGE CORP
SCORING TENT

FIRST AID
RHINO-RACK
LEADERBOARD

LUREFANS
SCALES

STRIKE PRO
BUMP TUBS
JML KEY TAG
BOARD

DAIWA EVENT SITE LAYOUT

CRANKA
LAUNCH SITE

ATOMIC BIG
BREAM FLAGS
LOWRANCE
FISH RELEASE AREA

DEALER SUPPORT &
PRO LURE BBQ

HOOK TO COOK
LOOKING AFTER
YOUR CATCH

GERBER CONTROLLER FILLET KNIVES
Make short work of messy business. The
Controller Fillet Knife System is designed
for clean, smooth cuts with a flexible
blade that provides just the right amount
of give. The intuitive GuideFins™ & tactile
HydroTread Grip™ offer ultimate control
of the knife, even in slippery conditions.
Three sizes available: 6” (15.24cm), 8”
(20.32cm) & 10” (25.4cm). Sheath w/
integrated sharpener included.
MRRP $69.95 - $89.95

GERBER GUTSY
The one stop quick cleaning and
preparation hand tool. Designed to be
efficiently stored and intuitively used,
this solid-state tool offers 4 essential
functions – guts, scales, cleans and
opens the cold brew at the end of the day
on the water.
MRRP $29.95

LOOKING AFTER YOUR CATCH
As anglers, we all love a feed of fresh fish. Here are 5 simple steps to look after your catch and prepare them as prime table fish.
1.
Before the day begins prepare a cooler bag with a saltwater ice slurry. Why use an ice slurry? It prevents freezer burn and
any bruising to the flesh.
2.
As the fish come to the side, despatch them quickly and humanely with a solid whack to the head or better still with a Iki
Jime spike.
3.
Place the fish into the slurry quickly, this will preserve the fish’s flesh and help by making cleaning easier.
4.
As soon as possible clean your catch. Gutting and scaling is best done quickly so as not to spoil the flesh.
5.
Once you return home, wash the fish in a cold-water brine, making sure that all the stomach contents are removed. Wrap
and pack away into the freezer or fridge for dinner that night.

HOBIE SOFT COOLER - FISH BAG
Keep your catch cold all day, even in hot temperatures. Our range
of high quality bags fit perfectly into the kayak range and feature
12mm closed cell insulated foam surrounded by heavy duty vinyl
polyester, YKK zips, carrying handles and D Rings. Available in
three sizes.
Large (code no. 72020111) MRRP $294.95
Medium (code no. 72020113) MRRP $210.00
Compass (code no. 72020114) MRRP $179.00

A FORCE
OF NATURE
In 1996 Hobie revolutionized kayaking forever.
Experience 20 years of innovation perfected.

MirageDrive 180
Shifters Easily
Reverse Fin Direction

Like all MirageDrives from the very first, the bioengineered MirageDrive 180 - inspired by nature - is a wonder. Under
power, its efficiency is unmatched. When at rest, the fins are streamlined, producing excellent glide.
Weighing in at under 3.65kg, the MirageDrive 180 produces full power in both directions and offers unprecedented
manoeuvrability. The user can pull one of two shifter cables to pivot the fins 180 degrees, almost instantly from forward
to reverse and back again. The dual fins provide shallow water access and easy shore landings by simply pushing one
pedal forward.
Hands-free propulsion in any direction means better control. Back away from shore or a wharf, or back a fish out from
cover. Snap photos without ever stopping.
The MirageDrive 180 is featured on the Mirage Sport, Mirage Outback, Mirage Revolution® Series, Mirage Oasis,®
Mirage Outfitter, Mirage Pro Angler Series, Mirage Island Series and Mirage Inflatable Series kayaks.

Fins Fold Up
For Shallow
Water or
Beaching

Revolutionary 180 Shifters
Spin the fins from forward to reverse in a moment. Uniquely, the
MirageDrive 180 produces full power forward or reverse. Back off
the beach or away from a wharf, pull fish out of cover, and hold
position in current.
Hands-Free Propulsion
Keep your fishing rod, camera, binoculars or cold drink
where it should be – in your hands.
Navigate Shallow Water
Using partial pedal strokes. The fins fold up under the hull for
beaching.
Glide Technology
Delrin roller bearings at key friction points reduce resistance
for a smooth and efficient ride.
The Click and Go System
Allows near effortless MirageDrive removal for cleaning or
storage.
Easy Maintenance
A quick rinse with fresh water when you’re done for the day and
an occasional spray with silicon lubricant is all it takes.
Height Adjustable
New for 2018 ARC cranks adjust with the push of a button to
accommodate users from child size to tall adults.

HOBIE ASIA PACIFIC
11 Erina Road,
Huskisson. NSW. 2540.
02 4441 8400

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL HOBIE DEALER

hobie.com.au

HobieCatAsiaPacific
HobieFishingAsiaPacific
HobieSUPAsiaPacific
HobiePolarizedAsiaPacific
IHFWA
Hobie Asia Pacific
hobiefishingaustralasia
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